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Abstract 
Given a group G acting on a finite dimensional Lector space I’ over any field k, WC ask 
for the structure of the ring of invariants of the diagonal action of the group on the symmetric 
algchra of 1~ copies of b’. the so-called w-dimensional Lector imariants of G. In this paper we 
use elementary techniques to determine the structure of the 2-dimensional vector invariants ot 
Glr(F,,).SIz(F,,). L’:(F,,) acting as usual on a vector space of dimension 2 over F,,. WC know 
that these rings of in\ariants are C‘ohen--Macaulay and we compute for each a free module basis 
ova- a suitably chosen homogeneous system of parameters. 
1. Introduction 
In this paper, we denote by R,,, the polynomial algebra F,,[.r,. j‘,: I 5 i < m) where 
the s, and J, are commuting indeterminates. For 61 = 7 p 
( 1 ;’ <> 
in Glz(F,,) we define 
an action on R,,, by the rule q(s, ) = XY, + ;‘x,, q( J,,) = /lx, + ii),,. which defines an 
embedding of G/z(F,,) in GI,,,,( F,,). Then we extend this action to the whole of R,,, in 
the natural multiplicative way. 
We will denote by RI: the invariant subalgebra {U t R,, ( q(u) = (1. ‘tilg E G} for G 
a subgroup of GIz,,,(F,,). In several invariant theory sources, including [ 14, pp. 23-241, 
the elements of this graded algebra are referred to as the nz-dimensional vector invari- 
ants of C. This paper and others. for example [I, 2, 4, IO], illustrate the difficulties 
encountered in discussing the rings of invariants of groups whose orders are divisible 
by the characteristic of the underlying ground field. If the characteristic of the field 
is prime to the order of the group, then invariant theory in general closely resembles 
the characteristic zero case (for example, set [I 2. Section 7, p. 5041) and seems to be 
much simpler, if not yet entirely understood. see [ 131. 
We denote by G the general linear group G/?( F,,), by S the special linear group 
S/,(F,>). by U = b’l(F,,) the upper triangular group and by P the upper triangular 
/Gylow subgroup (all elements of I’ have I ‘s on the main diagonal). The order of G 
is (p’ - I )( 11’ - p), the order of S is /I( p’ -~ 1 ), the order of I/ is p( p - I ) and the 
order of P is p. 
In [I] we prove a con.iecture of Richman [ IO] yielding a set of algebra generators 
for R’ in the case 111 > 2 ,?1 and WC also pro\‘e that these rings of invariants are not 
Cohen-Macaulay. The paper [IO] has a proof of the case t)z = 2 and it also refers to a 
(different) proof of ours for this case. We give our proof here in Section 2: it relies on 
a key technical result from [2. Proposition 3.11 which we quote here as Proposition 2.1. 
In particular, R: is Cohen-Macaulay. and so all the bigger groups under discussion in 
this paper have a Cohen-Macaulay I-in g of invariants by [5, Theorem I]. We use this 
result to compute the 2-dimensional \,cctor invariants of the group I/ = U>(F/,) and of 
the group S = S/,(F,,). It is this latter group that occupies most of our attention. We 
have discovered that our result for the group S is due to Krathwohl [S]. Finally we 
compute the 2-dimensional vector invariants of the group G = G/?(F,,). 
As we work our way through the sequence of groups P c I/ c S c G we use the 
trace of the subgroup in the larger group. that is. we average over a set of right 
coset representatives, see Remark 3. I: this is successful because P is a /I-Sylow 
subgroup of each of U. S and G This is how [5, Theorem I] is proved, for 
example. 
It is interesting to contrast our methods for the group S with those of Krathwohl. 
He guesses at a suitable set of generators and proceeds to prove that any invariant 
admits an expression in the given set of generators. In our case, we use the fact that 
this ring of invariants is Cohen-Macaulay, Guided by calculations with the traces we 
can guess at a free basis over a suitable homogeneous system of parameters. However, 
the proof that our alleged basis really is a basis is quite lengthy and involves some 
messy computations. Our techniques are elementary. 
2. 2-Dimensional vector invariants of P recalled 
We have described embeddings of P, U, S and G into G/A(F,>). We may also embed 
the groups P x P = P’, L”, and G’ into G14(F,;,,) by forming the 4 x 4 matrix 
for .L/ and h in P, U, or G. 
It is not hard. see [9. Theorem 6.4, p, 3281 for example. to see that Kc’ = 
F,, [.X-I .s?,=i. 123. where 
1 , x _,y - _q ’ J’, and Z’ = J.21 ~ .x-i’- ’ J’J, 
and so P’ has a polynomial ring of invariants. 
The present example led us to the following result, see [2, Proposition 3. I]. 
R; = F,,[.~,.~~.=,.=~][II] = @RS”tr’. 
Proof. WC denote by ~1,. i = 1.2. the elements of P2 defined by 
//,(I, ) =X,. j = I,2 
!/,(.i‘,) = .i‘,. i # j. 
81 t.\‘, ) = J‘, + L,.Y,, C] = I. i:: = ~ I 
Then (I/) - 1 )LI = (q/-’ - I )II = I~.\-~. As well. P’ is the group generated by 61) and P 
and P’ is also generated by (12 and P. Suppose c E Rg. WC recall that RE is a unique 
factorization domain by [7, p. 1661. Now (~1, - I )C = (y;’ - 1 )c is divisible in R: by 
both XI and _r? and so by _rI.t-~_ So. by Proposition 2.1. Re = R;‘[tr] as required. The 
formula of the theorem is a straightforward computation. C 
3. Getting ready 
We observe that S’ and G’ have polynomial rings of invariants. That is. if we define 
~ -_ I’, ~ .a,_, and ,,‘, = .,.I” /‘- ’ 1 + =i’-’ 
for i = I. 2. then because I?$ = RF .: RT and R!;’ = R:’ _” R:; WC have 
R:’ = F,,[v,, I(‘, 1 i = I,21 and Rf’ = F,,[rf-‘. II‘, 1 i = 1,2], 
according to the well-known result of Dickson 161. Of course P. U and S are subgroups 
of S’ c G“ so R;. /$, and R; we finitely generated modules over the polynomial 
algebras Rf and Rye. In the language of commutative algebra. {I:,,I~, / i = 1,2} is a 
homogeneous system of parameters for each of Ry, Rk’, and RG and {c/~‘, IV, 1 i = I, 2) 
is also a homogeneous system of parameters for each of R;, Ri’, Rq. and RF. 
Proof. Uy Theorem 2.2 Rf is a hyper-surf3cc and hence Cohen-Macaulay. P is a 
p-Sylow subgroup for each of C:. S and (; so their respective rings of invariants 
Xi’, R: and Ry are also Cohen-Macaulay by [5, Theorem I]. In other words, each 
ring of invariants is a free module of finite rank over the algebra generated by any 
homogeneous system of parameters 1 I I. Theorem 2, p. IV-201. Since { 1’1, ~‘1, ~2, IV?} 
is a homogeneous system of parameters for R:, Rk , and /?z, we have that Rc, Rk’ 
and Rq are free R$ = F,,[v,. u‘, / i = I. 2]-modules. Similarly. Rt’, R:, and R:; are free 
RF- = F,,[t./)-‘.IL’, 1 i = I,2]-modules. 
Each of the ranks is as claimed because of a more general result. If RH is known to 
be Cohen-Macaulay and H is a subgroup of K with R” a polynomial ring, then RH is 
a free module over RK of rank [K : I/]. This is not hard to see. We denote by Q(R), 
@R/t ) and Q( R”) the quotient fields of the domains R, Rtt and R” respectively. We 
have that Q(R) is a Galois extension of both Q( R” ) and Q(R”) with Galois groups H 
and K respectively. Hence Q(R”) is an extension of Q(R”) of degree [K : H]. It is not 
difficult to see that any element of Q( R”) may be written as a:h for N t Q(R”) and h E 
Q(R”). So a basis for @R/t) as a vector space of dimension [K : H] over Q(RK) may 
be chosen in R”. Such a basis is also a basis for R” as a free module over RK. I~: 
Remark 3.1. An important tool in our analysis of these rings of invariants is the trace 
of a subgroup in a supergroup. We suppose that w/c have H C K with [K : H] prime 
to /, and we let {y,} dcnotc a set of right coset representatives for H in K. Then we 
may define the trace map Tt- : R” -- R’ by the rule 
It is easy to see that Tr is a homomorPhism of R”-modules and, further, that Tt. is an 
epimorphism. 
Our next task is to find a free module basis for Rc over R$. We recall that the 
Poincark series of a graded algebra .A = @A(i) is defined to be xdiq (A(i)). The 
PoincarC series of a polynomial algcbrd T = F,,[u.~. _, n’,.] with \IY,~ =“d, is easily 
seen to be 
P(T.f) = fi( I ~ t” ) ‘. 
/-I 
It follows that a free T-module M on 1~ basis elements of degrees {e,) has Poincar6 
series 
,,I 
P(:V,t) = CiC’ P(T.l) 
i i i 1 
We rcfor to the numerator J-y’. , I” of P(hf,t) for such a free module 114 as the Poincart 
polynomial for :C with respect to T. 
At the center of the present calculation is our construction of a basis for R:’ = 
F,,[.r-I,zI] as a free module over Xl\ = F,,[rI.u’~l. We observe that 
= ( 1 + 1 + I? + + [I’)( ] + [J’ + $1’ + _+ f/J(/’ 2) ). 
The form of this PoincarC polynomial suggests that a free basis for R{’ as a module 
over Ey might bc{.r;z/ 10 < i :: p. 0 5 j < p - 2). This is clearly not so, since 
t-z = r ; RF. However. with this in mind. another look at the Poincari polynomial ‘ii /- 
suggests that {.I-; .z,’ j 0 5 i 5 /I( p ~ I ), 1 < j 5 p - 2) might be a free basis. This is 
indeed the case. Guided by this ‘numerology’ we hake 
Remark 3.2. There are other cases where the ‘numerology‘ of the Poincark polynomial 
is useful. see [3]. 
Proof. We denote by I the homogeneous ideal of R’ 2 generated by {u,, u’, 1 i = 1.2). 
Since / is homogcncous, \\e may assume that Rf ‘I has a basis consisting of the 
images of monomials x/.Y~z~:<u”‘. since these monomials span Rr by Theorem 2.2. 
Equivalently, \ve may assume that the free Rz’-module basis for Rr consists of such 
monomials. From the definitions. for i = I,2 
(3.1) 
WC observe that the first and last equation tell us that each monomial on its left-hand 
side is in I, and consequently none of these monomials may appear in a free basis. 
And, of course, all higher powers of these monomials are in I as well. The second 
equation tells us that one of :i)-’ ‘I(‘‘-I’ or .I-, may appear in a free basis but not both. 
We choose X, “‘i’-i) In addition, we have tl” = (~1s: ) J’-‘LI+x:)z~ -.xpz, by Theorem 2.2 
so powers of II larger than II- I need not appear in a free basis either. The collection 
of monomials not yet eliminated from a free basis is .d. We observe that .c/ has 
exactly p( p’ - 1 )’ elements and so .c/ must be a ii-cc basis by Proposition 3. I ( 1 ). J 
No such argument is available for L’, S. or C; since we have no a priori computation 
of their rings of invariants. 
4. 2-Dimensional vector invariants of’ 0’ = Cfz(F,) 
We recall Proposition 3.1(2), Xh’ is a free R$-module of rank p( p’ - I)( p + 1 ). 
We observe that P is normal in Cj with quotient group D of order p - 1 consisting 
of the diagonal matrices of determinant I, that is, matrices of the form 
x 0 
Bz = 
( > or-’ ’ 
as x varies over F;, the non-zero elements of F,,. WC recall Remark 3.1 and consider 
the epimorphism of Ry-modules Tr : Rc + R:’ defined by the rule 
It is easy to see that 
Tr(.x,) = xx,, Tr(z,) = x~‘z,. and Tr(u) = 11. 
We also note that Tr(,f‘) = ,f’ for ,/’ E Rk , in particular n(,/‘) = ,f’ for ,f’ t Rf. With 
this tool in hand, we are able to prove 
Proof. Since T/- is onto and .+9 has the correct number of elements by Proposi- 
tion 3.1(2) WC observe that it suffices to verify that the image of .-/ under TY is 
the set 9. But it is simple to see that TI-(.r/) = .?5’. FOI- example, consider 
0. i +,j $ 0 (mod p - I). 
i A 
x; x2 LI , i+,j-0 (mod p- I), 
using the well-known identity 
0, /+O(modR-I), 
-1. / ~0 (mod p- I). 7 
5. Z-Dimensional vector invariants of S = S/2(F,,) 
We will dctcrmine the structure of Rr as a free module over the polynomial algebra 
X2’. We recall from Proposition 3.1(3) that Rg is a free RP‘-module of rank p( p’ - I ). 
Let LIS describe our procedure for computing this particular ring of invariants. We 
find a likely collection, say %, of p( p’ ~ I ) invariants and we wish to show that 
this set is a free basis for R; as a module over R$. By [ 13, Proposition 3.1. p. 
4821 we need only show that the image of % modulo the ideal ./ of R: generated by 
{:,.I\., ! for i = 1.2) is a linearly independent set over F,,. We show that our alleged 
basis ‘6 really is a basis by comparing it to .-/: if there were a relation in % module ./ 
thcrc would bc a similar relation in .rJ modulo I, where I is the ideal of Rp generated 
by {I’,. IIS, 1 for i = I, 2}, as abov:e. 
WC recall the P-invariants and S’-invariants 
Remark 5.1. We have, in fact, an alternate method of proof along the lines of Section 
4 and 6. That is, using Remark 3.1. we may trace a P-invariant over a set of right 
cosct representatives for P in S to get an S-invariant. As usual, we denote the resulting 
RS-module epimorphism TY : RP + R:. We can show that the image of .pJ under Tr- is 
the Rs’-module spanned by %. The calculation serves to explain the existence of the S- 
invariants below. for we found that Tr(xtzz) = ~2, Tr(szzr ) = 111 and ~‘Y(z:‘-“-‘z:) = 
II~;. It follows immediately that the F,,-algebra generated by {t.,,n’,,z~,,n~} is a subal- 
gebra vf Rl. Both proofs are about the same length and degree of difficulty. 
We define 
11’ = $x2 - xpy2 and CI? = _\$I, ~ _x”J~ 
It is easy to verify that these elements are S-invariant. We have 
up = (xIx~)~~‘u +x:)=2 ~ .x!z~ from Theorem 2.2, (5.1) 
UP+’ - - 1){2’2 - UrU2, (5.2) 
[‘P I 
Ut = -x, 24 +x2?], u2 = x;‘% + .Y,Z?, (5.3) 
p--l L4; = LQC, ~ UPW,. 11; = 111 r2 “-I + U”II’Z. (5.4) 
The first and last of these equations are the syzygies in [8, p. 571. All of these identities 
flow directly from the definitions. For example, we prove 
I’- I 
U:’ = &I’, - upw,. 
Proof. By (5.3) 
{I- 1 up = (-n, u + X2Z’ )” 
_ _ P(P-‘1 p I’ I’ 
I u +xzz, 
,I- I 
-(z, - W] )u” + .Yz"Z:' by definition of 11’1 
=zP-‘uP ~ M’,u1’ + zy(.Yymm’.Y+! + _Y:,,, - 1(P) by (5.1) 
p-l 
= -M’t UP + L’, uz by (5.3). Cl 
We define nk by 
p-k-l k+l UP& = L‘, u2 
_ l,kzli’-k 
?I ’ 0 < k I p - I. 
Lemma 5 1 nk E RS. . . 2 
Proof. Our proof is by induction on k. For k = 0, we observe first from the definitions 
that 
g/Q = .,[%f_’ - U:’ = &-’ ~ (u2L’:)-’ --- @,(., ) 
= ZIP&Q by (5.4). 
That is, no = u’r. For k > 0 we observe further, again by a simple calculation from 
the definitions, that 
u,nx = --lIr,&-k-’ - 1 + I:?nx_, (5.5) 
This formula is also of use later on. so Urnk and ll”nk E R2 and this implies nk is in 
R2 since R2 is a unique factorization domain and ~1, and UP have no common factors. 
An easy induction shows also that trk t R’. We observe also that n&t = ~2, which is 
used in the proof of (5.7) below. ,_I 
There is another useful formula similar to that of (5.5): 
The following two identities are easily verified using the identities above: 
f’- I 
Ul 1/ = )I’] 112 ~ r7] I‘] and 
,‘P I 
112 I/ = II‘~Lll + Il,>_Z1’2. (5.7) 
We are now ready to prove 
Remark 5.2. We observe that the numbered equations above hint at the upper bounds 
as stated in the theorem. 
The rest of this section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 5.2. 
% has p( $ - I ) elements. Consequently the result follows if we can show that 
the image of % modulo f is linearly independent over F,,, where J is the ideal of 
R? generated by r:‘,n”, t~~,~t’~, i.e., J is the ideal of R$ generated by the elements of 
positive degree in R$. The proof is a straightforward and somewhat tedious verification 
of this fact. 
We also need to consider the ideal I of Rc generated by P~,Jv~,Q, 1~1. Of course, 
since Rt c Rc we have J c 1. 
Proof. We have, working module 1. 
[‘I “-’ = (.Y~~‘u +.xzi’)“-’ by (5.3) 
E ( -_,-:‘- ’ uy-’ + (xg, )‘I_’ since s’z’ = 1’l E 0. 
Similarly, we have LL!)-’ E (~“~‘1~)~‘~ + (x~~~)~~~‘, Thus 
Proof. We observe that (.T’x~ )J’(“P’ )I/“+’ is in .d so its image in R: modulo f is not 
zero. It follows immediately that the image of (u’M~)“- in R: modulo 1 cannot be 
zero. It follows that u;L,~ is not in ./. 
We order the monomials II’, 11: lexicographically using their exponent sequences (i,j) 
and consider the equation 1 LI( i.,j)u; (1: G 0 module J for ~(i.,j) E F,,. Suppose (li,/) 
is the smallest monomial in this sum for which rr(k,/) # 0. If we multiply this sum by 
Ul p~‘-A~~~‘~’ ’ & we observe that each term u(i,,j)~‘,~,~~, “-ipiu~p’-’ has an exponent in 
either ul or ~2 bigger than p ~ 1 for (i,j) > (k,/). But by (5.4) each such term is in 
J. Therefore 0 z u:)-‘-‘~Lf -‘--’ C o(i..j)~L\ LL~ E (7(/i. /)u~~‘zL~~ module J. Therefore 
u(k,/‘) = 0. This contradiction proves the corollary. 1 
Proof. We observe that u~~~LJ”~-~~ 7 
T ,‘, I = _-LI;q(;-’ modulo J by (5.2). The latter 
teim is not congruent to 0 modulo ./ by Lemma 5.3. Suppose there were a dependence 
relation ’ c n( i,.j, k )u; u2u ’ E 0 modulu 1. Proceeding as above we find the exponent 
sequences (Y,s, k) with (v,.s) smallest in the lexicographical order, and then multiply the 
sumbyu, 
p-ZLrU[14-” 
7 The resulting sum has terms of the form U(I,,,s,k)u:‘~21,:)~211i 
and other ‘higher’ terms with even larger powers of I/’ and Q. Suppose / is the least in- 
teger for which a(~,.~, /) # 0. WC multiply II~)-’ -‘u! ~~“(Ca(i,,i,k)u;~~?l~(~) by uJ’+‘~’ 
and then use (5.2) on the resulting sum again. The-‘higher’ terms are all in J by (5.4). 
Hence, modulo J we have 1 CI(Y..S. k )L,/)~‘u~~-‘~,J’- ’ Ii, --‘+a( r,s. / )u:)~‘u~-*u~” ’ How- 
ever. since k > / we may use (5.2) to rewrite all of the former terms modulo J as 
~1:)~‘II;-‘u” where tt1 2 I. Hence all of thcsc terms are in J by (5.7). It follows that 
u(l-,s,/) = 0 and this contradiction proves the corollary. -1 
Proof. Working modulo I we have. by dchnition of MA, 
&-’ Jli; +&+‘t.:)-~~ - u:‘P”,.l,).I,, and so, using (5.3). 
=((-X~-‘u+x,Z~) +:,-a--’ _ (.yzZ, +.r~~‘u)/‘-~2.;);.L, 
= [(_Y,Z?) ~+I,.P-’ I ~ (x2:, )JTPk ,-$]/‘L,. 
since all other terms have a factor II vvhich cancels with the u in the denominator, and 
a factor c’ or 1‘2, which is congruent to zero modulo I, 
Proof. The element z:)~‘--‘z~u~‘+’ is in .c/: in particular its image in Rc modulo I is 
not zero so the image of 14”-’ tLk in R; modulo J is not zero. 
We further observe that the image modulo J of {lrJ’-’ tzk } is linearly independent 
Pi -’ since {z, _2z~ 1’-‘ } is linearly independent modulo I and we have J c 1. 0 
Now any element of % is a factor modulo J of either (~1 IQ )f’-’ (since 24”-’ G 141142 ) 
or U”+‘IIL (for some k). Thus % n / = @. 
The proof of Theorem 5.2 is easily finished using the arguments given above. We 
give a brief sketch. Consider a linear relation modulo .I : 
We compare exponent sequences (i,j) and (k,/,n~) lexicographically (using only the 
first two entries in the latter sequences) as above. If a smallest such sequence occurs 
in the first collection of terms we proceed as in Corollary 5.4; otherwise we proceed as 
in Corollary 5.5. If all coefficients in the first two terms are 0 we apply Corollary 5.7. 
6. 2-Dimensional vector invariants of G = Glz(Fp) 
It is not diflicult to proceed on 
G = GI?( F,> ). 
from the invariants of S = S/:( F,,) to those of 
Proof. R? is free over RF- of rank p( p’ - I )( p - 1 )? by Proposition 3.1(4). This is 
the size of our basis. We finish the proof by observing that I.;I’, 0 5 F,.S 5 p - 2. is 
a free basis for R” over R(” ? z using Proposition 3.1(5), 1-l 
Proof. We begin by observing that a set of right coset representatives for S in G 
consists of two copies of the diagonal matrices 61~ = (;I: ). As in Remark 3.1 we 
define an epimorphism of Rk-modules TI. : R+ - Rk by the rule 
Consequently, it suffices to prove that the image of $r;(f; for 0 5 Y,.S 5 p ~ 2 lies in 
the @-module spanned by the ( p’ -- I)( p’ - p) elements of 9. 
It is routine to verify that 
The proof now follows exactly as in Theorem 3.1. 0 
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